Fall 2015 Book List  
Revised: August 5, 2015

NO BOOKS REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

Adjoa Aiyetoro: Crime Punishment & Race and Remedies  
Tad Bohannon: Local Government  
Lindsey Gustafson: Scholarly Writing  
Cliff McKinney: Real Estate Finance  
Alicia Mitchell: Tax Clinic  
Debra Reece: Fourth Amendment Seminar  
Tom Sullivan: AR Crim Trial Practice and Criminal Pro Trial Process  
Rob Steinbuch: Law & Economics  
Kelly Terry: Externship

Anastasia Boles

Civil Procedure I – Night


**Available through Bowen bookstore; suggested retail is $210.

**Wolters Kluwer/9781454842033 (available through publisher website at http://www.barristerbooks.com/wk; students receive hard copy rental for use during school year and digital copy with lifetime access)


Turning Technologies ResponseCard RF, RQ

** Students have the option of purchasing a hard copy of the coursebook via the UALR bookstore, renting from the bookstore, or renting a hard copy from the publisher that is returned after the academic year. The publisher is offering lifetime digital access to the coursebook to those who choose the rental option. Visit http://www.barristerbooks.com/wk for more information. The publisher is also offering a discounted bundle of the casebook and supplement for $235 at http://www.wklegaledu.com/ (isbn: 9781454867913).
**Students should also purchase a Turning Technologies ResponseCard RF (a “clicker”). We will be using the clickers throughout the semester. I prefer that students purchase a clicker with an LCD screen (allowing real-time verification of student response and channel), but the regular RF device is suitable as well. Clickers may be purchased through the bookstore or via a third-party source (as long as the device is a ResponseCard RF). Students must have a physical device; response licenses will not be permitted.**

_Evidence – Day_

Deborah Merritt and Ric Simmons, _Learning Evidence: From the Federal Rules to the Courtroom_ (West, 3rd ed.) ISBN: 9781628101003 RQ

Turning Technologies ResponseCard RF, RQ


**Students should also purchase a Turning Technologies ResponseCard RF (a “clicker”). We will be using the clickers throughout the semester. I prefer that students purchase a clicker with an LCD screen (allowing real-time verification of student response and channel), but the regular RF device is suitable as well. Clickers may be purchased through the bookstore or via a third-party source (as long as the device is a ResponseCard RF). Students must have a physical device; response licenses will not be permitted.**

**Students are encouraged but not required to purchase a statutory supplement. Students are advised that they will be responsible for some material in the Advisory Committee Notes; this can be obtained free of charge from Lexis or Westlaw.**

_Burchfield, Fitzhugh & Serfass_

_Specialized Legal Research: Family Law – Day & Evening_


_Terrence Cain_

_Crim Pro Pre-trial - Day_

Grant Cox

**Sales Transactions – Evening**


West’s Selected Commercial Statutes (2014 ed.) West RQ

Shane Cox

**Secured Transactions – Evening**


Beth Deere

**Conflict of Laws – Day**


John DiPippa

**Constitutional Law – Day & Evening**


Byron Eiseman

**Estate and Gift Taxation – Evening**


Lyn Entrikin

**Privacy & Publicity Law Seminar – Evening**


**Frances Fendler**

*Business Associations – Day*


**Statutory Supplement can be 2015 if available.**

**Michael Flannery**

*Decedents’ Estates – Night*


*Family Law – Day*


**Vic Fleming**

*Law & Literature - Night*


**Lynn Foster**

*Property I – Day and Evening*

Ken Gallant

*Law Skills I – Litigation* - Day & Evening


*Law Skills I – Transaction* - Day & Evening


Rejena Gortjohn

*Writing for the Bar Exam* - Evening


Sarah Howard Jenkins

*Commercial Paper* – Evening


** I will be using Aspen’s Comprehensive Commercial Law, 2014 Statutory Supplement; but older editions of the West Commercial Statutes purchased for other classes are permissible; electronic versions of the current statutory materials will be available on the course twen site.

Nicholas Kahn-Fogel

*Comparative Law Seminar* - Evening

Jeremy Lowrey

Capital Punishment Seminar – Day


Turow, Scott, Ultimate Punishment: A Lawyer’s Reflections on Dealing with the Death Penalty (Picado) ISBN: 978-0312423735 RQ

Kristen Minton

Employee Benefits – Day

Medill, Intro to Employee Benefits Law: Policy and Practice (West, 4th ed.) RQ

Richard Vincent Morris

Entrepreneurship, Law and Innovation – Night


Kimbro, S., Limited Scope Legal Services, Unbundling and the Self-Help Client (ABA) ISBN: 1614383626 RQ

Michael Mosley

Land Use – Evening

Rashauna A. Norment

**Intellectual Property – Evening**


Philip Oliver

**Federal Income Taxation – Day and Evening**


**I am intentionally assigning the 2013-2014 edition of the Code and Regulations, even though I realize that more recent editions are available.**

Ranko Shiraki Oliver

**Administrative Law – Day**


**Funk’s book (Adm. Procedure & Practice) is the same book I have used since 2011, so used books should be available for students to buy.**

**Disability Law – Evening**


**Casebook: Same edition used since 2010, so used books available for students to buy.**


**Statutory supplement: Same edition used in 2013 & 2014, so used books available for students to buy.**
Kelly Browe Olson

*Mediation Clinic - Day*


Suzanne Penn/Beth Levi

*Litigation Clinic - Day*


Amy Pritchard

*Consumer Protection Clinic – Day*


Bonnie Robertson

*Law Office Management – Evening*

Gary A. Manneke, *Introduction to Law Practice: Organizing and Managing Legal Work* (West/Thomson Reuters, 4th ed.) RQ


Josh Silverstein

*Jurisprudence – Day*


**There will also be a course packet that needs to be purchased.**
Rob Steinbuch

Evidence – Evening


Jennifer Taylor

Mediation Seminar – Weekends


**Any edition is acceptable, and it is not necessary to have an access code for the online video content.

Jeff Woodmansee

Specialized Legal Research:Criminal Law – Day


Heather Moody Zachary and Marcus Bozeman

Moot Court Competition – Evening


Rhonda Wood

Advanced Litigation Skills - Evening


NITA Winning at Trial, ISBN: 978-1-60156-001-8 RQ